
Our Zest and Minerva sanitaryware 
ranges will add the perfect finishing 
touch to your bathroom.  

What’s more, they are designed 
specifically to coordinate with  
your Roper Rhodes furniture.

Choose between standard and slimline semi-countertop 
basins, standard and short projection back to wall,  
and wall hung WC pans.

A choice of two cisterns is also available.

SANITARYWARE
AND CISTERNS
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Zest 500mm back to wall WC pan  
Contemporary design.
Top fix design for use with top fix design seat
(such as Zest 500mm) only.
ZBWPAN50 £206.00

Zest 450mm short projection back to wall WC pan  
Contemporary design.
Top fix design for use with top fix design seat 
(such as Zest 450mm) only.
ZBWPAN45 £192.00

Zest 500mm wall hung WC pan  
Contemporary design.
Top fix design for use with top fix design seat
(such as Zest 500mm) only.
Support frame not included.
ZWHPAN50 £226.00
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ZEST SANITARYWARE
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ZEST
 SANITARYWARE

A bright new idea from Roper Rhodes.

1.  Zest sanitaryware is pictured here 
with the New England modular 
furniture range. 
Zest semi-countertop basin £188.00
Zest 500mm back to wall WC pan 
and seat £311.00

2.  Zest 500mm wall hung WC pan and 
seat £331.00

3.  Zest slimline semi-countertop basin 
£166.00 
Zest 450mm short projection back to 
wall WC pan and seat £297.00

Zest semi-countertop basin  
Contemporary design.
Suitable fur use with standard depth furniture.
Single tap hole.
Minimum worktop depth 28mm.
Z3SCBAS £188.00

Zest slimline semi-countertop basin  
Contemporary design.
Suitable fur use with slimline depth furniture.  
Single tap hole.
Minimum worktop depth 28mm.
Z2SCBAS £166.00

Zest 500mm soft-closing WC seat  
Contemporary design.
Chrome soft-closing hinges
ZSCTS50 £105.00

Zest 450mm soft-closing WC seat  
Contemporary design.
Chrome soft-closing hinges
ZSCTS45 £105.00

3
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Made from fine fire clay, the versatile Zest range incorporates both 
stunning and practical solution-driven products to help you create your 
dream bathroom. The range of size options allows you to incorporate 
Zest into almost any scheme, including the smallest of bathrooms.

Standard and slimline versions of the semi-countertop basin boast a 
thin contemporary rim, generous bowl area and central tap hole.

WC options include a standard depth 500mm back to wall pan and an 
incredible space saving short projection 450mm version. A wall hung 
WC completes the range.
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Minerva semi-countertop basin  
Contemporary design.  
Suitable for use with standard depth furniture. Single tap hole. 
Minimum worktop depth 28mm.
M3SCBAS  £97.90

Minerva slimline semi-countertop basin  
Contemporary design. 
Suitable for use with slimline furniture. Single tap hole. 
Minimum worktop depth 28mm.
M2SCBAS  £85.67
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MINERVA SANITARYWARE
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MINERVA
 SANITARYWARE

Pared down perfection.

1.  Minerva sanitaryware is shown here 
with New England furniture in white 
gloss for a sleek contemporary look. 

2.  Minerva back to wall WC pan and 
seat  £159.09

3.  Minerva semi-countertop basin  
£97.90

4.  Minerva slimline semi-countertop 
basin  £85.67

FREE Minerva WC Seat
Why not choose one of our back to 
wall WC units which complement your 
basin unit perfectly.  Furthermore, you 
can get a free Minerva WC seat when 
you purchase any Roper Rhodes back 
to wall WC unit, Torrent cistern and 
Minerva WC pan. See page 110  
for details.

Minerva back to wall WC pan  
Contemporary design. 
Top fix design for use with top fix design seats (such as Minerva) only.
MBWPAN  £104.02

Minerva soft-closing WC seat  
Chrome soft-closing hinges. 
MSCTS  £55.07

Geberit concealed dual flush  
Chrome effect pneumatic dual flush button 
(6/3 litres). Top or front access. Suitable for 
use with low height furniture.
FCT46  £122.38

Torrent concealed dual flush cistern  
Chrome effect pneumatic dual  
flush button (6/3 litres).  
Top or front access.  
Suitable for use with low height furniture.
TR9001  £63.36
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Revitalise your bathroom with these essential beauties. Simple and 
practical the Minerva range will coordinate with every one of the  
Roper Rhodes furniture ranges. 

Both pneumatic dual flush cisterns are suitable for use with all our back to 
wall units allowing you to mix and match to suit your style and your pocket.
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